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Abstract
The continued growth of the World Wide Web makes the need for retrieval of relevant information for a users
query increasingly important.  Current search engines provide the user many Web pages, but with varying
levels of relevancy.  In this research, an architecture is presented for the development of an intelligent agent
methodology to automate the processing of a users query, while taking into account the querys context. Four
sample queries are processed simulating the methodology of the agent. The queries differ on two dimensions:
the amount of clarity of the domain and the number of related terms. The results of the queries are compared
to those obtained from the Google search engine. The comparisons show that applying the intelligent agent
methodology to the queries produces significantly fewer Web pages that are equally or more relevant to the
user. 
Keywords: Semantic Web, query processing, ontology, WordNet, lexicon, intelligent agent, knowledge base
1 INTRODUCTION
The growth of the World Wide Web has resulted in the processing of many pages of information. However, with increasing
content and use, there is more difficulty in extracting meaningful pages to answer the users query.  The Semantic Web (Berners-
Lee et. al. 2001) is intended to bring the Web closer to its true potential as a source of useful information. The Semantic Web,
is not a new Web but an extension of the current one, in which information is given well-defined meaning (Berners-Lee et al.
2001). The objective of the Semantic Web initiative is to develop better ways to document semantics and extract knowledge from
the Web, making the Web easier to process by both machines and humans.
Current efforts at query processing on the Semantic Web have retained a statistical approach. Although effective in reducing the
search space and producing meaningful results for unambiguous terms, these mechanisms lack the important element of context.
For example, searching for chair on Google (http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=Chair; search performed on May 2, 2002)
produces approximately 9,720,000 results that include references to Office Depot for buying chairs, directors chair, the TV serial
The Chair, and electric chair.  Heflin (2001) provides similar examples to critique the current state of searching the Semantic
Web.  Without the benefit of the appropriate context, query processing on the Web remains difficult, producing a large number
of outputs with varied meanings (Lawrence 2000).  The objectives of this research are to (1) propose an architecture and methodo-
logy for developing an intelligent agent system for context-aware query processing and (2) apply the methodology to a set of
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related queries and then compare the results to those obtained from a standard search engine. The contributions of doing so are
to (1) show how to incorporate semantics in query processing to further realize the Semantic Web; (2) indicate how to adopt other
research on various aspects of this large problem into a meaningful architecture; (3) illustrate how inferring semantics can greatly
enhance the feasibility of the results obtained; and (4) assess the extent to which semantic processing can be carried out without
human intervention.  
2 RELATED RESEARCH
Our research lies at the intersection of three streams of literature (see Figure 1):  (1) the Semantic Web, (2) knowledge based
systems, and (3) information retrieval.
A large body of research has emerged in an effort to realize a vision of the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et. al. 2001).  On the
Semantic Web, Web page markup will contain machine-readable and interpretable semantics.  Researchers in this area are
working in several directions: developing new languages and authoring tools to specify Web page semantics (Fensel et al. 2001),
determining how applications and intelligent agents might utilize the Semantic Web (Hendler 2001), and investigating approaches
for querying the Semantic Web (Heflin and Hendler 2001).  On the Semantic Web, the meaning of the semantics marked-up on
Web pages must be clear.  Current languages for specifying semantics (e.g., eXtensible Markup Language [XML] and resource
description format [RDF]) can specify semantics but cannot explain their meaning.  The Semantic Web, therefore, relies on
ontologies (or taxonomies) of domain-specific terms and inference rules that serve as surrogates for semantics (Berners-Lee et
al. 2001).  
The ontologies used on the Semantic Web are a product of research in knowledge systems.  For many years, knowledge systems
researchers have developed knowledge bases to serve as independent sources of semantics that describe a domain.  Two types
of knowledge bases have been found to be important:  ontologies and lexical databases.  One well-known lexical database is
WordNet, a comprehensive on-line catalog of English terms (Fellbaum 1998; Miller et al. 1990) (http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn).
WordNet stores, categorizes, and relates English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, organizing them into synonym sets with
underlying lexical concepts called a word-sense.  For example, in WordNet, the word chair has four word-senses for the noun
chair and two word-senses for the verb chair. These meanings can be valuable, for example, in attempting to make sense of the
myriad of results that a search engine such as Google can return.  Ontologies are another important knowledge source.  Ontologies
capture descriptions of terms and relationships between those terms in a specific domain and can be used to provide a shared
understanding of a domain.  According to recent reviews (CACM 2002;  IEEE 2001), a critical mass of ontologies is vital for the
Figure 1.  Research Relevant for Context-Aware Query Processing
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Semantic Web, with large Web-based ontologies being developed for this purpose (Hendler 2001). The library at
http://www.daml.org/, for example, contains 180 ontologies describing over 24,000 classes. While significant effort has gone into
building these ontologies, there has been little research on methodologies for retrieving information using them. For example,
searching the ontologies at http://www.daml.org/ontologies/ (search performed on May 2, 2002) for chair returns 18 classes in
different ontologies that include the string chair, with varied meanings. Incorporating such knowledge into the search process
could help reduce the search space and assist the user in meaningfully sifting through the large number of results returned by
search engines.
Independent from research on knowledge systems and the Semantic Web is an older research stream in information retrieval.
Information retrieval researchers have developed tools and techniques for improving the recall and precision of document retrieval
from large repositories (Raghavan 1997).  Traditionally, this research has not focused on retrieval from the Web, but such research
is beginning (Chang and Hsu 1998).  Several information retrieval techniques are useful for Web querying.  Query expansion,
for example, refers to adding terms to a query to increase the number of relevant documents that a query will recall.  Adding terms
to Web queries can help them be more specific.  WordNet has been used as a source of terms for query expansion (Voorhees
1994).  Document clustering is another relevant technique in which the results of queries are grouped into clusters according
to basic similarities (Chang and Hsu 1998).  In a Web context, clustering can help users sift through the results from a Web search
by locating the cluster that is most relevant to them based on its appropriate context.   
 
Applications and prototypes are beginning to appear that stem from research in and across these communities.  Among them are
OpenCyc (www.opencyc.org), which integrates the Cyc ontology with WordNet.  Tools have also been developed for querying
the DAML ontology library for words and word stems, for example, by Teknowledge (http://oak.teknowledge.com:8080/
daml/damlquery.jsp).  While these tools have helped integrate knowledge systems and Semantic Web research, none of them
directly address the problem of enhancing searches on the Web by incorporating context during query processing.  Most search
tools on the Web remain primarily keyword based.  More research is needed at the intersection of knowledge systems, the
Semantic Web, and information retrieval, to devise ways to produce more effective Web queries.  The next section outlines one
approach for achieving this.  Our motivation is to take advantage of techniques from information retrieval (such as query
expansion) and knowledge bases on the Semantic Web (such as ontologies and WordNet) to improve Web querying by taking
into account the context of a users query.        
3 AN INTELLIGENT AGENT ARCHITECTURE FOR
CONTEXT-AWARE QUERIES
We have adopted an intelligent agent methodology to support information retrieval from the Web (Klusch 2001). Intelligent agents
take responsibility for autonomously performing users tasks.  They are useful for Web querying because searching the Web for
information (as opposed to using relevant information once found) is of little value to the user.  Our philosophy in designing the
agent is driven by two major considerations. First, our methodology attempts to automate the entire search process to improve
efficiency.  Early research in information retrieval found that complete automation is difficult.  Voorhees (1994), for example,
found that automated query expansion using an early version of WordNet failed to improve query results.  We wish to
reinvestigate the potential of automated approaches given the advances in WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) and the availability of
domain ontologies on the Semantic Web.  Second, we want to build on past research by taking advantage of existing tools and
techniques in natural language processing, intelligent agents, and ontology development.  
3.1 Architecture for Semantic Queries
The architecture for the development of a multi-agent system that will process user queries taking into account the semantics of
the application is shown in Figure 2.  The strategy we propose extends the Semantic Web using lexicons and ontologies.  The
architecture also builds upon proven search engine technology (presently Google).   
The architecture consists of six components:  user, interface agent, knowledge inferencing agent, knowledge base, online sources
agent, and query constructor agent.
User.  The user plays a minimal role, providing an open-ended command to the agent to achieve a goal (Turban and Aronson
1998).  The agent does not require the user to know any particular syntax; the query is provided in natural language.
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Figure 2.  Intelligent Semantic Web Retrieval Architecture
Interface Agent.  The agent has three roles:  (1) capturing the natural language query and transforming it into a form that can be
processed, (2) delegating responsibility for processing the query to the other components, and (3) presenting the final results to
the user with an overall confidence level.  The agent operates in the background without intervention from the user.
Online Resources Agent.  The architecture is designed to use the best available online knowledge sources. Lexical knowledge is
obtained from WordNet, Ontological knowledge from the DARPA Ontology Library, and information retrieval from the Google
Search Engine. 
Knowledge Inferencing Agent.  The inference agent determines the meaning of the query terms by obtaining knowledge from
WordNet and the DARPA Ontology Library, each having distinct strengths.  Figure 3 show the results of a search on WordNet
and the ontology library for professor.  Both sources provide information on superclasses (hypernyms) and subclasses (hyponyms).
The Ontologies provide more relationship information (Lenat et al. 1995), whereas WordNet provides additional holonym
information.  Ontologies also provide more domain specific knowledge than WordNet.  The inference engine extracts information
from both sources to build up its knowledge base.  Figure 3 illustrates the kinds of information that can be gathered from the two
sources during query processing.
Knowledge Base.  The knowledge base is represented as a semantic network.  Semantic networks have been used for online
document retrieval systems (Chen and Dhar 1990) and semantic-query support (Lee and Baik 1999).  The semantic net is
comprised of terms stored as ellipses representing things or values of things in the domain.  Arcs specify relationships between
terms.  The network can specify six relationships, which serve as a semantic foundation for query processing: synonym (X means
the same as Y), property (X is a property of Y), value (X is the value of Y), subclass (X is a subclass of Y), peer (X and Y are
both subclasses of Z), and candidate (X is related to Y).  The semantic network grows through the introduction of knowledge from
the inference engine and shrinks by pruning excess knowledge.  
Query Constructor Agent.  The query constructor processes the original terms from the query and the new knowledge from the
knowledge base to construct intelligent Web queries.  It uses a set of heuristics and an interface tool to construct queries in the
syntax required by the Google search engine.  It also retrieves results from the Web search engine and feeds them back to the
interface agent for presentation to the user.
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Inferface Agent
Natural language processing: Lexical Parser 
http://www.teemapoint.net/nlpdemo/servlet/ParserServlet
WordNet to Database Converter:
http://wordnet2sql.infocity.cjb.net/
Knowledge Base
Tool for building Semantic Nets between terms from
WordNet:   http://www.lexfn.com/
Inference Engine
Query tools for DAML ontologies:  
http://www.daml.org/servlet/ClassQuery (simple)
http://oak.teknowledge.com:8080/daml/damlquery.jsp
Query-Constructor
Query generated for use with Google Web Service 
http://www.google.com/apis/
WordNet 1.7.1
Synonyms:  (professor means the same as x):  null
Hypernyms (professor is a kind of x): academician,
academic, faculty member 
Hyponyms (x is a kind of professor): assistant professor,
associate professor, full professor, Regius professor,
visiting professor
Holonyms:  (professor is a part of x):  member of faculty,
member of staff
Familiarity:  (professor has x word senses): one
DARPA Ontology Library
Six ontologies found with class Professor.
Extract from www.daml.org/ontologies/64:
Faculty (teacherOf). Professor (age, doctoralDegreeFrom,
emailAddress, mastersDegreeFrom, researchInterest,
undergraduateDegreeFrom, tenured)
AssistantProfessor ()
AssociateProfessor ()
Chair ()
Dean ()
FullProfessor ()
VisitingProfessor ()
Figure 3. Search for Professor in WordNet Versus DARPA Ontology Library 
Implementation Components.   The overall architecture has not yet been implemented.  Its development is a large task, with many
other researchers working on different aspects of the problem. The contribution of this work is in identifying, integrating, and
extending these other bodies of research.  Figure 4 summarizes the different components that are candidates for adoption.  A
prototype of the implementation has been developed using some of these tools.  Discussion of the prototype is outlined briefly
in section 5.4.  A more complete discussion is outside the scope of the current paper (see Sugumaran et al. 2002). 
The architecture in Figure 4 is a conceptual framework for integrating research on online knowledge sources and information
retrieval.  The next section outlines the heuristics that the architecture employs. 
Figure 4.  Implementation Components
3.2 Methodology for Performing Context-Aware Queries
The methodology for performing semantic queries uses an evolving semantic net that expands by incorporating knowledge from
ontologies and WordNet, and shrinks by removing negative knowledge that can be inferred from appropriate word-senses.  Table 1
shows the heuristics that support each component in the semantic query architecture. These heuristics form the basis of the
implementation.  They were developed based on procedures and methodologies from research in natural language, intelligent
agents, and information retrieval.  Representative heuristics are shown in Table 2.  The heuristics are simulated in the following
sections to test the application of the methodology and the flexibility and effectiveness of the architecture.
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Table 1.  Semantic Query Heuristics
Component
Objective (and related path in
Figure 2)
Heuristics
Interface Agent To transform query for
processing (1)
 Heuristic 1  Proposition parsing (separate natural language
into propositions via grammatical markers and AND/OR
components)    
 Heuristic 2  Stop word and verb removal 
Knowledge
Base
To build semantic network of
terms in query (2)
 Heuristic 3  Candidate links (create links based upon
sequencing of terms in query)
Knowledge
Inferencing
Agent
To expand knowledge of query
terms and form links between
terms from WordNet and
ontology library in knowledge
base (3 and 4)
 Heuristic 4   Phrases (consecutive terms queried as pairs to
determine if word-pair has meaning) 
 Heuristic 5  Redundancy (terms that are a subset of another or
have nearly identical lettering are ignored)  
 Heuristic 6  Ontology access (to identify and access relevant
ontologies)  
 Heuristic 7  Match terms in knowledge base (links are formed
between terms with matching ontological or lexical
information) 
 Heuristic 8  Inconsistency (if links are created that are
logically inconsistent, the link created first is assumed to be
correct) 
Query
Constructor
Agent
To construct and execute a
semantic query from the
knowledge base (5, 6 and 7)
 Heuristic 9  Boolean (determine whether to use OR in query)
 Heuristic 10  Phrase  (terms found as a phrase in WordNet or
ontology library queried as phrase) 
 Heuristic 11  Negative knowledge (Web search narrowed by
excluding results with incorrect word senses) 
 Heuristic 12  Iteration (iterate the query until a low number of
pages can be returned that are maximally relevant)
3.3 Criteria for Effectively Supporting Context-Aware Queries  
To determine whether the architecture and heuristics are effective, metrics are needed to determine the characteristics of a good
query support system.  We focus on two criteria: query flexibility and result accuracy. The first relates to the generality of the
process, the second to its effectiveness.
Query flexibility is the ability to satisfy a wide variety of user queries.  User queries can vary across two general dimensions: the
number of terms in a query and the ambiguity of each term.  When query terms are mandatory, an increase in the number of terms
will generally reduce the number of pages returned.  A search on Google for information, for instance, returns 201 million pages.
A search for information, systems, and Barcelona returns around 200,000.  Whatever number of terms in a query, the agent must
ensure the pages returned are as accurate as possible.  Any term in a query, however, may have multiple senses.  Chair has four
meanings according to WordNet (a seat, head of a committee, endowed chair, and electric chair).  An intelligent agent must return
results that best meet the users intended context.
Result accuracy is the ability to return Web pages that relate closely to the users query.  A simple metric for the quality of the
Web pages returned is the precision ratio: number of relevant to irrelevant Web pages.  Still, many Web pages that appear relevant
may not meet a users exact requirements.  The architecture does not include user profiles to control for this.  Personal profiles
enable a query to be more focused.  For example, a query for chair by a carpenter might be assumed related to furniture rather
than endowed chairs. A great deal of research is being done in this area (e.g., Chan 2000;  Padmanabhan et al. 2001). Future
research will expand the architecture to incorporate a mechanism for accessing personal profiles.
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Table 2.  Details of Representative Heuristics
Heuristic Process Explanation
2
Stop word
and verb
removal
Natural
language
processing
User query (Q) takes a sentence form. 
Q = {pi ¿  pj ¿  ¿ pn},  i.e., query Q is formed by the union of its propositions pi..n 
wki  , pi œi, k = 1..n   ,  i.e., ordered set of (k) words in each (i) proposition. 
œ wki , 
IF wki in stop-word list or a verb
Remove wki   ,   i.e., remove stop words and verbs. 
3
Candidate
links
Building
semantic
network
ct , C t = 1..6 
there are six connection types: (1) synonym, (2) property-of, (3) value-of, (4) subclass-
of, (5) peer-of, and (6) candidate. 
cktli
connection of type t between words wki and wli in pi 
Each ordered pair of terms in each proposition is linked by a connection in this manner. 
The initial connections use candidate links.  The inference engine updates connections
when it determines (via its heuristics) that more specific connection types exist.         
We can use these formalisms to define the semantic network:
pi  = {wki  ¿ cktli }  
GraphQg = { wki  ¿ cktli } c { wkj  ¿ cktlj } i, j = 1..n,   g = 1..n
i.e., the initial semantic net is the union of all propositions (words and connections).  
4
Phrases
Using
WordNet
œ cktli in C
IF wki and wli  are found in WordNet as a phrase 
Drop cktli
Merge wki with wli
Adjust c (k-1)t (k)i  connect it to the new merged phrase
Adjust c (l) t (l+1)i  connect it to the new merged phrase 
11
Negative
knowledge
Constructing
query
{stkin} is the set of synonyms for each wki in WordNet
{htkin} is the set of hypernyms for each wki in WordNet
{utkin} is the set of superclasses for each wki & hki  in an ontology where 
t = the word-sense (1..n)
k = the word (1..n) from the query that the term relates to
i = the proposition (1..n) that contains this word
n = the order of the term in the set of s, h, or u.  
IF 
htkin = wki or stkin   
and œ htkin¿wki or htkin¿stkin pair,  (i, k) … (i, k)  , or 
utkin = wki , stkin , or htkin 
and œ utkin¿wki , utkin¿stkin or utkin¿htkin pair,  (i, k) … (i, k) 
set t = primary word sense 
This detects if a words hypernym in WordNet (or a words or its hypernyms
superclass in an ontology) matches another word, synonym, or hypernym in the graph. 
If it finds a match, it infers that this is the shared sense and flags the synonyms,
hypernyms, and superclass of the two words that share that sense as primary.     
G  = Google query
gi  = term in query (includes each wki , as well as utkin, stkin , and htkin selected by heuristics) 
fi , F i = 1..3  = syntactical feature 
f1  = Boolean OR, represented as: (gi OR gj)
f2  = Phrase, represented as: gi  gj
f3  = Negative knowledge, represented as: - gi 
G = {gi ¿ fi}
œ wki  in G
IF
wki  is connected to two or more htkin or utkin , and one or more of these htkin or utkin 
has t = primary 
enter other connected utkin stkin , utkinhtkin that are not primary into G  in form f3 
This searches for primary (shared) word senses.  If it finds a shared word sense, it
enters the other (unwanted) senses for that word in the query as excluded terms.
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Consider two queries.  Query 1:  Find a chair, and Query 2:  Find a chair to lead the research department. Query 1 is context-
independent because the kind of chair for which one is searching is not clear.  In a search for chair, Google returns over 9.7 million
pages which are not organized by context.  Ideally, the results should return pages organized by the most commonly found context
(or word sense). Thus, the query should return pages that might first refer to furniture stores that sell physical chairs. Second, it
could return links to the person chairs of departments or committees. Third, there would be references to endowed professorship
chairs.  Fourth, there would be pages relating to legal justice.  Most search engines do not organize on context.  Although some
sites (e.g., Yahoo!) do allow contextual searches, the contexts are incomplete (a search for chair does not include an academic
context).  An objective, then, of our methodology is to return as much accurate information as possible, organized by context.
4 CASE STUDY APPLICATION OF THE CONTEXT-AWARE
QUERY ARCHITECTURE 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the architecture and heuristics, consider a commonly cited query from Berners-Lee et al. (2001)
that a daughter poses to her intelligent agent: 
Mom needs to see a specialist and then has to have a series of physical therapy sessions. Biweekly or
something.  Schedule the appointments.
As a simple first step to parsing the query, we apply heuristics 1 and 2 (Table 1) and the external lexical parser (see Figure 4).
This returns the terms: mom, specialist, physical, therapy, session, and appointment.  Since we are interested in demonstrating
the flexibility of the architecture, in addition to the result accuracy, we use four versions of the query. These vary along two
dimensions:  the number of related terms and the clarity of terms (where clarity is determined by the number of senses in
WordNet; e.g., specialist has two word senses in WordNet, and doctor has four).  The user-specific term mom is excluded because
it would require the agent to have personal profile information, currently outside the scope of our architecture.  Figure 5 shows
the two dimensions along which we classify these four versions and the inputs to each query.
Benchmarks to test the benefit of the context-aware query architecture can be obtained from the search engine Google. Table 3
reports the results from Google by searching for the above keywords only.  The next subsections outline how our architecture and
heuristics improve upon the results for queries 2 and 4. 
Figure 5.  Four Query Variations to Test the Flexibility of the Architecture
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Table 3.  Results from Web Queries Using a Standard Search Engine
(Google; Queries Performed on May 1, 2002)
Query # (See Figure 4) Number of Pages Returned Relevant Pages from first 10 
Query 1 12,800 7
Query 2 24,700 2 (many sites for doctoral programs)
Query 3 34,700 3 (many career sites)
Query 4 1,020,000 1 
4.1  Initial Knowledge Base as a Semantic Net
Heuristic 3 (candidate links) assumes that consecutive terms in a query have a meaningful (but unknown) connection and,
therefore, creates candidate links between the terms in the semantic network.  Figure 6 shows the initial semantic network for
queries 2 and 4.
Figure 6.  Initial Knowledge Base for Query 2 and 4
4.2 Expanding the Knowledge Base as a Semantic Net
Heuristics 4 and 5 control how the knowledge inferencing agent searches WordNet for the terms in the query.  The agent first
searches WordNet for consecutive word-pairs to determine whether any of the terms are phrases (heuristic 4).  Physical therapy
is a word pair and the semantic network is updated to reflect this.  The agent then extracts synonyms and hypernyms from
WordNet and forms links with the existing terms in the semantic net (arc 4 in Figure 2).  Table 4 reports the synonyms and
hypernyms for queries 2 and 4.  Using heuristic 7, the knowledge inferencing agent forms links between related terms in the
knowledge base.  Because session and appointment are related through meeting, the knowledge base forms links between these
two terms in the semantic network for query 2. 
Heuristic 6 controls how the agent extracts ontological information from the DARPA ontology library.  To expand the knowledge
base, the knowledge inferencing agent searches for terms and their primary hypernym.  The primary hypernym is either the first
hypernym found (WordNet orders its results by commonality) (e.g., Doctor-Medical Practitioner) or the first hypernym related
to the word-sense (e.g., Session-Meeting).  The search terms used to query the ontology library for query 2 are, therefore, Doctor,
Medical practitioner, Number, Amount, Physical Therapy, Therapy, Session, Meeting, and Date; and for query 4, Doctor and
Medical care From heuristic 6, the agent queries the ontology library (using the query tool in Figure 4) to identify occurrences
of this class in available ontologies. The terms searches include singular and plural forms (e.g., doctors and doctor) but not other
variants (e.g., doctoral). The tool extracts information for that class and its superclasses (up to four levels) to expand the
knowledge base. Table 5 provides an extract of results for queries 2 and 4.
As with the lexical information, the inferencing agent uses Heuristic 7 to form links between the new ontological terms. Terms
found to link based on the new knowledge are linked in the semantic network.  As shown in Table 5, Physical therapy and
Therapy can be linked to Doctor and Medical practitioner because they share ontological information with a common Medical
term.  The other terms cannot be linked, however, based on the information in Table 5. Figure 7 shows the updated knowledge
bases after the inferencing agent has completed its steps.  The query constructor agent uses this initial knowledge to create
intelligent queries to pose to the Web.
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Table 4.  Synonyms and Hypernyms for terms in Queries 2 and 4*
Term Synonym (equivalent)* Hypernym (superclass)
Doctor Physician, MD, Dr, medico Medical practitioner
Doctor of Church Theologian, Roman Catholic
Doctor Play
Dr Scholar
Number Number Amount
Number Definite quantity
Number Grammatical category
Number Size 
Physical Therapy Physiatrics, Physiotherapy Therapy
Therapy Therapy Medical care, medical aid 
Session Session Conference
School term, Academic term Term
Session Meeting
Séance Meeting 
Date Date Day, 24 hrs
Appointment, Engagement Meeting 
Date Point in time
Date Present, nowadays
*To conserve space, only the first four synonyms are shown for terms having multiple senses.
Shading refers to common word senses identified by a term used by two or more hypernyms.
Table 5. Ontological Information Extracted from Ontologies for Queries 2 and 4 (Heuristic 6)
Term & Hypernym Ontological Information Source 
Doctor,
Medical practitioner
Doctor is a subclass of Qualification, Medical
care professional, Health professional, and
Professional.   
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/221 
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/132 
Number,
Amount
Number is a subclass of Quantity and Object 
Amount of substance is a subclass of Physical
quantity 
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/172
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/232
Physical therapy,
Therapy
Physical therapy is a subclass of Rehabilitation,
and Medical practice  
Drug therapy is a subclass of Medical treatment
event, and Medical care 
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/106
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/179
Session, 
Meeting, 
Date
Meeting is a subclass of Event 
Event has property Calendar date  
Date is a subclass of Time interval
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/4
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/36
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/132
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Doctor Number
Physical
Therapy
Session Date
Query 2 Query 4
c
c
c
p
c = candidate link between terms
p = peer relationships (x and y are both subclasses of z) 
dashed lines = links to terms from lexical and 
ontological sources, not shown here to conserve space
p
Doctor Therapy
p
Figure 7.  Initial Knowledge Base for Query 2 and 4
4.3  Constructing the Query
Heuristics 9, 10, and 11 govern how the query constructor agent specifies a query based on information from the knowledge base
(Table 1).  The query constructor must pose a query to the Google search engines application program interface (see Figure 4).
The Google syntax is limited to 10 terms and offers three query features: Boolean operators (e.g., AND [assumed if not entered]
and OR), phrases (e.g., physical therapy), and exclusions (denoted by a - [hyphen]) for terms that are not wanted in results of a
query. 
The query constructor uses the following rule to determine whether to use the Boolean (OR) operator: 
Heuristic 9 (Boolean): Use an OR in the query for: (1) the first search term and its primary synonym and (2) two terms linked
by a common superclass, if too few results are returned for the first query.  
Using this heuristic on queries 2 and 4, the first search term in both cases is Doctor and the primary (first) synonym is Physician.
Both queries, therefore, start with the term Doctor OR Physician.  If too few results are returned for either query (e.g., 20 pages),
terms linked by a common superclass would be linked.  Query 2 would, therefore, be updated to include the clause (Session OR
Date OR Meeting).
Heuristic 10 (Phrases) requires that the query terms be entered as phrases if they occur in that manner in the knowledge base.
Query 2 contains the phrase Physical therapy, which would be used as such in the Google query.
Heuristic 11 (Negative Knowledge) excludes terms from different word senses to the terms in the query (per Table 2).  Recall
that Table 4 shows several word senses that would not want to be returned in the results.  The query constructor agent determines
such unwanted word senses through the links in its semantic net.  Because doctor, therapy, and physical therapy are linked
through the medical term (see Table 4), the query constructor infers that the other senses of doctor (theologian, play, and scholar)
are not wanted.  Similarly, because session and date are linked through meeting, the other senses of session such as (school,
academic, term, or conference) are not wanted.  These terms are entered as excluded terms (e.g., -school).
The query constructor agent uses Heuristic 12 (Iteration) to iterate toward the query that provides the lowest number of Web pages
(above a specified minimum, e.g., 20) matching the query terms.  Google allows a maximum of 10 terms to be entered in a query.
To ensure the query results are as specific as possible for the user, the query constructor uses the maximum number of terms.
More terms are added to the query as long as the results of the query are greater than the minimum number of pages.  The goal
is to increase relevance while reducing the number of pages returned, because a primary problem with traditional approaches is
information overload on users (Klusch 2001).  To reach the maximum number of terms, the query constructor uses terms related
ontologically to the query terms.  Because many ontological terms could be used, the query constructor places greater preference
on terms earlier in the query (as they may drive the nature of the query) and terms that are linked in the knowledge base with more
than a candidate link (in this case doctor and physical therapy) because these are considered more reliable links.  In query 2, the
ontological term medical relates to Doctor and Physical therapy.  The query constructor agent would then attempt two variations
of query 2 as follows: 
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Iteration 1: (doctor OR physician) number "physical therapy" session date -school -term conference
Iteration 2: medical (doctor OR physician) number  "physical therapy" session date -school -term
Google returns 729 pages for the first attempt and 780 for the second.  The query constructor would, therefore, use the first query
for providing results to the user because it provided fewer terms. (Future work will test whether this simple rule is satisfactory
or whether a weighting algorithm is needed to weight positive and negative knowledge differently).  The intermediate results are
not shown for each query variation.  Table 6 shows the final results. 
4.4 Incorporation of User Profiles
Although queries in Table 6 are specific, the number of entries is still large.  This is due in part to the generality of the queries
and the number of word senses of each term.  The incorporation of a user profile would help decrease the number of pages
obtained. In query 3, for example, including the users home city (e.g., Atlanta) reduces the number of returned pages to 18.  We
will eventually include a user profile to facilitate this precision.  
Table 6.  Context-Aware Web Queries for Four Variations
Query Original Terms  Context-Aware Query Results
1 Specialist, Series,
Physiotherapy, Visit,
Appointment
specialist series medical physiotherapy rehabilitation visit
appointment -expert -disposal assignment
403
2 Doctor, Number, Physical,
Therapy, Session, Date 
(doctor OR physician) number physical therapy session
date -school -term -conference
729
3 Specialist, Physiotherapy specialist medical practice health doctor physiotherapy
rehabilitation -play -church -scholar
302
4 Doctor, Therapy (doctor OR physician) medical practitioner prescriber
therapy medical care professional -play 
71
4.5 Implementation
Implementation of the methodology is underway with a prototype system called ISRA (Intelligent Semantic Web Retrieval Agent)
being developed (http://141.210.150.252:8080/semanticweb/Initial.jsp) (see Burton-Jones et al. 2002).  Initial testing comparing
the results using ISRA to those obtained from Google demonstrates the feasibility of the approach and the relative effectiveness
of the individual heuristics.  
5 RESULT ASSESSMENT 
First, the number the number of pages returned was compared as shown in Table 7.  Then, the first 10 Web pages were examined
manually to assess their relevancy, with the results shown in Table 8.
Table 7. Comparison of Results  Total Number of Pages
Query Pages Returned by Google Pages Returned by Our Approach
Query 1 12,800 403
Query 2 24,700 729
Query 3 34,700 302
Query 4 1,020,000 71
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The main impact is in reducing the number of pages.  Relevance does not increase for query 1, which already used a high number
of related terms and terms that were clear.  Our methodology provided no worse outcome in terms of quality for this query.
Relevance appeared to increase for Queries 2 and 3.  Although our heuristic for excluding certain word senses succeeded in
improving relevance, some unwanted contexts were still obtained.  Query 3, for instance, continued to retrieve Web sites relating
to medical careers and jobs (careers and jobs were not word senses identified in WordNet).  Finally, the relevance of the Web
pages selected on query 4 was no better than the initial query.  Only one page was related to physical therapy, which was the aim
of the users query.  Overall, it appeared that our methodology provided more relevant results than the traditional approach when
either the clarity of terms or the number of terms in a query was low, but not both. Whatever type of query was entered the
methodology provided no worse outcome than would otherwise have occurred.   Of course, these conclusions are only drawn from
a case study simulation; more testing is required on a broader base of queries.  User testing is also required to determine the
preferred number of pages returned (e.g., some users may not look past the first few results, regardless of the total number of
pages).  Finally, since the methodology is based upon ontologies, the quality of the ontologies directly impacts the results.
Unfortunately, many ontologies in the ontology library do not use common properties and contain poor quality information. 
Table 8. Comparison of Results  Relevance Quotient*
Query Top 10 Pages from Google Top 10 Pages returned by our approach
Query 1 7 of 10 pages relevant 7 of 10 pages relevant
Query 2 2 of 10 pages relevant 5 of 10 pages relevant
Query 3 3 of 10 pages relevant 4 of 10 pages relevant
Query 4 1 of 10 pages relevant 1 of 10 pages relevant
*Relevance in relation to the Berners-Lee query.
6 CONCLUSION
An architecture has been proposed for processing queries on the Semantic Web that will incorporate context semantics. The
architecture includes a heuristic-based methodology that considers the word senses of the main terms in the query. The
methodology has been applied to four different queries, with varying degrees of term clarity and relatedness and the result
obtained compared to those obtained using the Google search engine.  The comparison suggests that the semantic approach results
in a much smaller set of Web pages retrieved, but can provide more useful results. The research also illustrates how ontologies
can be used effectively in the semantic processing of queries and the extent to which this process can be automated.  A prototype
of the system has been developed and is undergoing testing.  Future work will focus on further developing the prototype and
methodology to improve the querying process and include user profiles.
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